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ABSTRACT
Recently it was shown in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence that the classical gravity
description inevitably involves coarse-graining of some degrees. In this note we clarify the nature
of this coarse-graining both in gravity and field theory sides. We show that the information
carried by the bulk classical gravity fluctuation is transferred to the coarse-grained nonclassical
degrees through tiny interactions, which makes the recovery of information almost impossible.
Of course, the total system is evolving unitarily fully preserving its information as dictated by
the basic construct of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
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1 Introduction
Based on the AdS/CFT correspondence [1, 2, 3], one may study bulk gravity dynamics in a
rather precisely defined setup. Numerous aspects of the correspondence have been checked for
many examples in the zero temperature limit and well understood by now. In this non thermal
regime, there are no conceptual issues such as non-unitarity of description. On the other hand,
a precise understanding of the gravity description of thermal field theories is still lacking, which
is relevant to the problem of the black hole information paradox [4].
In Ref. [5], rather general perturbations of BTZ black hole [6] are constructed which are dual
to state deformations of the thermofield double theory [7]. This construction may be viewed as
a realization of micro thermofield deformations of the BTZ geometry and may serve as an ideal
setup to clarify the issues of black hole dynamics in AdS spacetime. The perturbation makes one-
point function of operator nonvanishing initially. This one-point function decays exponentially in
general, which is contradicting with the unitarity of the CFT defined on R×Sd−1. Furthermore
the future horizon area of this classical geometry grows in time in general. Interpretation of the
corresponding geometric entropy is the key issue which we would like to address in this note.
We would like to clarify the nature of gravity description by investigating the degrees relevant
to the growing of gravitational entropy.
In short, the gravity description of thermal field theories naturally involves a coarse-graining
of certain degrees. We identify the coarse-grained degrees as nonclassical degrees such as Hawk-
ing radiation quanta, which cannot be seen in the classical gravity description. The interaction
between the classical gravity degrees with these coarse-grained nonclassical degrees is tiny but
nonvanishing and hence they work as a dark sector from the view point of the classical gravity
description. In this note, we shall describe the development of entanglement between the two
and transfer of information from the classical gravity to the coarse-grained degrees. We shall
also discuss how one can regain the unitarity from the view points of both the gravity and the
boundary field theory.
In section 2, we review the general perturbations of BTZ background studied in Ref. [5] and
the corresponding AdS/CFT correspondence [8]. The basic puzzles of entropy and unitarity of
the gravity description are described in detail. We clarify the degrees responsible for coarse-
graining of bulk gravity description. In section 3, we present a field theory model to explain the
entropy growth of the perturbation as forming entanglement between the classical gravity and the
coarse-grained degrees. We also discuss how one can regain unitarity in this model. In section 4,
we explain what happens from the bulk view point. This represents the quantum version of ER
= EPR [9, 10, 11] where ER bridges are formed between the classical and nonclassical degrees.
The latter degrees cannot be seen from the view point of the classical gravity description.
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2 Eternal black holes and perturbation of states
The eternal black hole in AdS spacetime is dual to the thermofield double of a CFT, which is
maximally entangled but non interacting [8]. The Hamiltonian of the total system is given by1
Htfd = HL +HR = H ⊗ 1 + 1⊗H (2.1)
where there are absolutely no interactions between the left and the right CFT’s2. We denote the
CFT Hamiltonian by H. The initial unperturbed thermal vacuum state is given by a particularly
prepared entangled state
|Ψ(0)〉 = 1√
Z
∑
n,n′
〈n|U |n′〉 |n′〉 ⊗ |n〉 = 1√
Z
∑
n
e−
β
2
En |n〉 ⊗ |n〉 (2.2)
with a Euclidean evolution operator U = U0 = e
−β
2
H and Z denoting the normalization constant.
The entanglement here is maximal for a given temperature T = 1/β. In Figure 1, we illustrate
the Penrose diagram of the corresponding BTZ black hole in three dimensions where two bound-
ary spacetimes connected though an ER bridge representing the left-right entanglement. Here
two copies of a 2d CFT live on the left and the right boundary spacetimes respectively.
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Figure 1: On the left, the Penrose diagram of the BTZ black hole is depicted. Two copies of a CFT
live in the left and the right boundaries denoted by L and R respectively. On the right, we draw the ER
bridge connecting the two boundaries. The left-right entanglement equals to the ER bridge of BTZ black
hole connecting the left and the right boundaries.
This BTZ initial state can be deformed by introducing a mid-point insertion of operators as
U = e−
β
4
He−
∑
k ckOke−
β
4
H (2.3)
where Ok denote general operators of the underlying CFT [5]. Then we evolve the system in
time in a standard manner as
|Ψ(t)〉 = e−iHtfd t |Ψ(0)〉 (2.4)
1The left and the right systems do not have to be the same in general, which leads to non maximal entanglement
of the left and the right CFT’s [12].
2Interactions between the two CFT’s can be introduced by a double trace deformation in [13], which leads to
a traversable wormhole solution.
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The one-point function
〈OR〉 = 〈Ψ(t)|1⊗O|Ψ(t)〉 (2.5)
was computed in [5] to the leading order in its coefficient ck using the conformal perturbation
theory and the two-point function [14, 8]
1
Z
trO(t, ϕ)O(t′, ϕ′)e−βH =
∞∑
m=−∞
N∆[
cosh 2piβ (t− t′)− cosh 2pi`β (ϕ− ϕ′ + 2pim)− i
]∆ (2.6)
where ∆ is the dimension of the scalar primary operator O and N∆ [15] is an appropriate
normalization. Here for the sake of an illustration, we consider 2d CFT on R × S1 where
we use coordinates (t, ϕ) with ϕ ∼ ϕ + 2pi. (Of course, our presentation can be generalized
to other dimensions in a straightforward manner.) Then the field theory result agrees with
the holographic computation of one-point function precisely [5]. One finds that the resulting
expression decays exponentially in time, which contradicts with the quantum Poincare recurrence
theorem [16]. Indeed the above expression of the two-point function is not exact but involves a
large N (∼ 1/
√
G`1−d) approximation3. To understand this classical gravity approximation, we
need to clarify the nature of the above large N limit in the dual field theories.
Next we discuss the issue of entropy involved with the above deformations. Let us first
introduce the reduced density matrix
ρR(t) = trL |Ψ(t)〉〈Ψ(t)| (2.7)
and then the corresponding von Neumann entropy
SR = −trR ρR(t) log ρR(t) (2.8)
gives us an entanglement measure of the left-right system. The perturbation in the above
makes this left-right entanglement non-maximal initially. One finds this L-R entanglement is
time independent since one may undo the similarity transformation of the time evolution of
the reduced density matrix inside the trace. Since there are no interactions between the left
right system, any net information of one side cannot be transferred to the other side. This is
consistent with the causal structure of the eternal black hole spacetime where the left and the
right boundaries are causally disconnected from each other.
In Ref. [5], it was also shown that, for any perturbation of initial state in (2.2), there exists
a corresponding one-to-one deformation of the eternal black hole spacetime. See Figure 2 for
a Penrose diagram of perturbed BTZ black hole. These geometries show two general features.
3Here ` denotes the AdS radius and we shall consider the boundary d dimensional CFT on R×Sd−1 where the
radius of the sphere is set to be `. For the simplicity of our presentation, ` is frequently set to be unity. One can
be more precise about the large N limit for the well known AdS5/CFT4 correspondence [1] where the boundary
CFT is given by N = 4 SU(N) super Yang-Mills theories for which N is identified as the number of colors.
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Any initial perturbations decay exponentially in time with the time scale of so called relaxation
time scale β. In the gravity side, the perturbation outside horizon generically falls into the
horizon and the corresponding horizon perturbations decay away exponentially in the time scale
of the relaxation time scale. This is generic in thermal AdS spacetime. With black holes, the
decay is explained by the physics of quasi-normal modes which makes any perturbations of the
black horizon decay away exponentially. This is consistent with the field theory result using the
large N approximation in (2.6).
L R
Figure 2: Penrose diagram of perturbed BTZ black hole is depicted here. The Hamiltonian of the system
is not perturbed but only initial state is perturbed in a non maximally entangled manner. The diagram
is elongated horizontally in such a way that the two sides are causally disconnected.
The second is regarding entropy whose precise nature is our primary concern in this note. In
geometric side, the leading order gravitational entropy is given by the horizon area divided by
4G. For instance we take the view point of the bulk observer outside of the future horizon from
the right. The future horizon is nondecreasing monotonically in time reaching its asymptotic
value after scrambling of the initial perturbation where the change of area ∆A is given by
∆A = A(∞)−A(0) (2.9)
which is finite and the function of the coefficients ck. In the corresponding gravitational entropy
is given by
Sgrav(t) =
A(t)
4G
+ Sδ(t) (2.10)
where Sδ denotes the contribution of order G
0 such as bulk entanglement entropy [17] which
may be ignored in our discussion. In the late time, the area approaches its final value A(∞)
exponentially in time again with the relaxation time scale. This leading term is the classical
gravity contribution. It is rather clear that this entropy cannot be identified with the L-R entan-
glement entropy introduced in the above. The L-R entanglement entropy is time independent
whereas the above is time dependent.
Understanding these two aspects will be our primary concern of this note. As was already
noted in [12], these two at least indicate that the classical gravity description cannot be fully fine-
grained. If it were fully fine-grained, the exponential decay of perturbation is not possible since
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it is contradicting with the quantum Poincare recurrence theorem [16]. It is also contradicting
with the time independence of the L-R entanglement entropy which is dictated by the unitarity
of the underlying system. Therefore it is rather clear that the classical gravity description
cannot be fully fine-grained. This certainly implies that the classical gravity description is
involving an inevitable coarse-graining. In this note, we would like to clarify the nature of
gravity description in this respect. Of course the gravity description involves a large N (or
large central charge) approximation but the main question is which and how degrees are coarse-
grained in the gravity description. We shall not be fully general here and our main focus is
on the perturbations around thermofield double state. The unperturbed case corresponds to
the BTZ spacetime, which involves a maximal entanglement between the left and right system
leading to an equilibrium finite-temperature thermal system from the view point of one-sided
observer. The perturbations then make the system non-maximally entangled.
We divide each-sided system by B and C where B is for the degrees responsible for the
bulk classical gravity and C the system of the remaining degrees that are coarse-grained by the
classical gravity description. Let us choose the right-side CFT whose Hamiltonian is given by H
in the above. The part C is the complement of B with R = B+C and forms an environment of
B in some sense. There has to be nonvanishing interactions between B and C. If there were no
interactions, then the entropy would be time independent after integrating out those degrees of
C. The interaction has to be as weak as O(1/N). Otherwise it should be visible from the view
point of the classical gravity.
The part C here is describing the quantum gravity degrees such as Hawking radiation of
quanta whose existence is invisible from the view point of the classical gravity. These include
any of nonclassical degrees which are produced by O(1/N) interactions. Namely for instance one
cannot see any classical signal of such quanta from the BTZ background though their mass may
be included into the definition of the energy of the dual field theory. Then B is representing the
part described by the classical gravity fluctuations. In this context, we shall refer the degrees
of C as nonclassical cloud (NCC) degrees4, which are coarse-grained from the view point of
classical gravity description. These degrees will be in thermal equilibrium with the black hole
states forming a quantum cloud around the black hole since there is no net radiation for the
case of BTZ black hole or the large AdS Schwarzschild black hole of other dimensions in general.
Below we shall present such a model of coarse-graining degrees and explain the above two
characteristics of the eternal black hole dynamics.
3 Field theory model
In this section, we model the above phenomena observed in the gravity side. As we described
already, B is representing the part described by the bulk fluctuation of the classical gravity that
4Here “non-classicality” or “quantum” refers to 1/N quantum gravity effects in the bulk that basically corre-
spond to joining and splitting of strings in the string theory.
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is one-to-one correspondence with the boundary deformation of the thermofield initial state
with mid-point insertion of CFT operators. These operators are basically dual to those bulk
fields, which are basic elements of the gravity description. We shall represent the corresponding
field-theory fluctuation above the thermofield vacuum by
|ψB〉 =
∑
i
αi|i〉 (3.1)
where |i〉 is the eigenstate of HB with eigenvalue i with i = 1, 2, · · · . The coarse-grained degrees
in C are responsible for the Poincare recurrence to happen in the full system R = B+C. These
degrees are excited in the black hole phase nonclassically forming the Hawking radiation cloud
as we described previously. In the zero temperature limit, basically one may ignore these degrees
since their occupation numbers are practically zero. Hence the effect of C disappears in the zero
temperature limit. It is not directly to do with higher derivative corrections since those higher
derivative corrections are classical, which are well controlled in the AdS/CFT correspondence.
Thus these higher derivative corrections will be included into the part B of the classical gravity.
Our assumption is rather mild here. First of all, the interaction between B and C has to be
extremely weak. Hence the degrees in E = L + C should work as a dark sector from the view
point of the gravity system B where the left side L is completely dark. In the zero temperature
limit of non thermal field theories, the occupation number of NCC degrees vanishes and their
effect can be ignored completely. This is why the gravity description in the zero temperature
limit is unitary and fully fine-grained. On the other hand, at finite temperature, the number of
excited NCC degrees in C can be estimated as of order N0 due to their semi-classical nature,
which turns out to be still large enough5. Thus many such NCC degrees are excited which we
label by I = 1, 2, · · · , Ns. The number of relevant states for the full environment of E = L+ C
is of order MNs ∼ eαN2 where we assume there are M states for each NCC degree.
Then, for the I-th NCC degree, the relevant state is given by
|ψ〉I =
M∑
m=1
cIm |m〉I (3.2)
where we use the basis defined by HI |m〉I = 1M em|m〉I where M is as large as M ∼ eαN
2/Ns .
The full relevant Hilbert space will be described by the tensor product
|ψE〉 =
Ns∏
I=1
|ψ〉I (3.3)
5In the black hole phase, their number denoted by Ns can be estimated as Ns ∼ f(λ, Tr)VSd−1(Tr)d−1 where
r is the radius of the sphere Sd−1, VSd−1 the volume of a unit d− 1 sphere and λ denotes some moduli parameter
such as ’t Hooft coupling in 4d N = 4 SYM theories. f(λ, Tr) is counting the bulk fields whose Hawking radiation
quanta are significantly excited. Since rT  1 and f(λ, Tr) is large in the black hole phase, the number of excited
NCC degrees has to be large.
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We take the initial state of E as
|ψ〉I(0) = 1√
M
M∑
m=1
eiϕ
I
m |m〉I (3.4)
with random phases ϕIm where all eigenstates are equally probable. The interaction Hamiltonian
is given by 6
Hint =
g0
N ′
HB ⊗
∑
I
HI (3.5)
where we assume that N ′ goes to infinity as Ns tends to infinity. We shall assume that HB
responsible of interactions is non-degenerate. Thus we begin with an initial state∑
i
αi |i〉 ⊗ |ψE〉(0) (3.6)
The entanglement entropy between B and E is zero since the reduced density matrix tracing
over E is still pure. Then the time evolution of the system is given by∑
i
αi |i〉 ⊗ |ψiE〉(t) (3.7)
where one has
|ψiE〉(t) =
N∏
I=1
|ψi〉I(t) (3.8)
with
|ψi〉I(t) = 1√
M
M∑
m=1
eiϕ
I
m−i g0iemN′M t |m〉I (3.9)
Then the overlap can be evaluated as
〈ψi|ψj〉I = 1
M
M∑
m=1
eig0
i−j
N′
em
M
t (3.10)
Since M is large enough, we can turn this to an integral
〈ψi|ψj〉I =
∫ ∞
−∞
dxD(x) eig0
i−j
N′ xt (3.11)
where we introduce the normalized density of state D(x) by
D(x) =
1
M
M∑
m=1
δ
(
x− em
M
)
(3.12)
6We assume here the interaction Hamiltonian is diagonalized by the basis |i〉 ⊗ |m〉I . This assumption is not
necessary and just for the simplicity of our presentation.
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which satisfies the normalization ∫ ∞
−∞
dxD(x) = 1 (3.13)
For instance choosing D(x) = D0(x) =
1
2piΘ(pi − x)Θ(x+ pi) leads to
〈ψi|ψj〉I =
sinpi
i−j
N ′ g0t
pi
i−j
N ′ g0t
(3.14)
This leads to the overlap
〈ψiE |ψjE〉 = e−
pi2
6
(i−j)2g20t2 (3.15)
where we assume Ns = N
′2 and take the large Ns limit. This decay rate is too fast since in
the gravity side we have just exponential decay rate in the late time. Hence this example is not
consistent with our bulk gravity dynamics described in section 2.
In this example, let us take M and N ′ to be finite and further assume M is even integer.
By taking em = m −M/2 and i = i, one finds D(x) = D0(x) in the large M limit. With this
choice of em and i, the state in (3.9) will return to its initial state as
|ψi〉I(0) = |ψi〉I(trec) (3.16)
where tErec = piN
′M/g0 with tErec denoting the Poincare recurrence time of the system. If one
allows a slight random variation of multiplicity M over I with its mean value 〈M〉 = eαN2/Ns
and assumes N ′ = Ns, the recurrence time scale becomes tErec ∼ eNs logNseαN
2 ∼ eSE .
B C
Figure 3: B and C represent respectively the classical gravity degrees and the remaining nonclassical
degrees in R. EPR pairs between B and C are formed by entanglement, which are represented by the
dotted lines. The interaction is small and the location of degrees in C are random and C is embedded in
E.
To consider a more realistic case, we choose
D(x) =
1
pi
a0
x2 + a20
(3.17)
together with N ′ = Ns. Then one has
〈ψi|ψj〉I = e−|
i−j
N′ a0g0t| (3.18)
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This leads to the overlap
〈ψiB|ψjB〉 = e−|(i−j)a0g0t| (3.19)
This is describing a typical decoherence [18] and consistent with the late time behavior of the
perturbations in [5]. We take a0 to be an order of typical thermal energy scale as a0 = b0T . For
example consider the case
|ψB〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉) (3.20)
Then the reduced density matrix is obtained as
ρB =
1
2
[
|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|+ χ(t)(|0〉〈1|+ |1〉〈0|)
]
(3.21)
where χ(t) = e
−k0 tβ with k0 = |(1− 0)b0g0| for t > 0. The corresponding entanglement entropy
is given by
∆SB(t) = log 2− 1
2
(1 + χ(t)) log(1 + χ(t))− 1
2
(1− χ(t)) log(1− χ(t)) (3.22)
with ∆SB(t) = SB(t)−SB(0). (See below for the definition of SB in the full thermofield double
system.) One finds initially there is no entanglement as ∆SB(0) = 0. Then the information is
leaking out from the system B to the dark cloud environment C though the interaction between
B and C is negligibly small. The final entanglement entropy approaches the maximal value
log 2 exponentially as a time scale of typical relaxation time scale whose precise value depends
on the properties of system B. This feature is true for any |ψB〉(0). At the initial moment of
perturbation, there is no entanglement between B and C. Then through the interactions which
is extremely small, the information leaks out from B to C by forming EPR pairs as described
in Figure 3.
Since the system E = B+C is huge, it is practically impossible to collect this entanglement
back to the original non entangled state by performing simple operations. Thus in the gravity
description, there is an effective loss of information through the entanglement between B and
C. This is the story well before the Poincare recurrence time scale.
The typical recurrence time scale becomes tErec ∼ eSE ∼ eSgrav . It is clear that the initial
information of system B can be recovered if one waits for the order of the recurrence time
scale. In this sense there is certainly no loss of information by the entanglement transfer since
the transferred information will be regained if one waits for enough time that is order of the
recurrence time scale.
4 Bulk interpretation
In this section we shall describe how the above transfer of information from B to C looks like
from the view point of the bulk side. The expansion in the gravity side is organized as follows.
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There are saddle-point solutions each of which is weighted by the probability 1Z e
−I where I is
the on-shell action and Z is the full partition function7. Hence the entropy for instance is given
by
Sgrav = 〈Sˆgrav〉 = 1
Z
∑
α
e−IαSgravα (4.1)
where α is labeling each saddle-point and Sgravα is the entropy in (2.10) associated with the
saddle-point. This entropy is well defined at least for the static case in which the system is in
thermal equilibrium. As we showed already, the leading contribution of the above entropy is
from that of the deformation of BTZ spacetime if the temperature is larger than the Hawking-
Page transition temperature THP =
1
2pi` [19]. Then the area and the entropy grows in time,
which implies that the corresponding entropy in field theory side cannot be identified with the
L-R entanglement entropy SR in (2.8) obtained by tracing over the CFT on the left side. As we
said before, this R-L entanglement is time-independent since there is no interaction between the
left and the right sides. This then should be identified with the entanglement entropy where we
further trace over the degrees in C which is invisible from the view point of gravity description.
We introduce further reduced density matrix by
ρB = trC ρR (4.2)
Hence the entanglement entropy between B and E = C + L (with R = B + C)
SB = −trBρB log ρB (4.3)
can be identified with the gravitational entropy Sgrav in (2.10). But there is a nonvanishing
interaction between B and C as emphasized previously. Thus there is a leak of information
from B to C, which leads to the increase of the entropy Sgrav. This leak happens in the form of
developing entanglement between B and C as described in the previous section. Hence according
to the ER = EPR conjecture [11], the corresponding ER bridge connecting B to C should develop
in the gravity description. However our solutions found in [5] do not show any signature of the
development of ER bridge. This ER bridge ought to be nonclassical and cannot be seen in the
classical gravity description. A similar behavior may be found in other examples. For instance
consider the thermal AdS geometry that gives a dominant contribution to the partition function
or the sum over geometries for T < THP , which is basically the Hawking-Page transition [19].
There are two thermal AdS geometries for the left and the right CFT’s separately. More precisely,
as described in [8], two Lorentzian thermal AdS spaces are connected by a half of Euclidean
thermal AdS solution in order to provide the initial state in (2.2). Thus this geometry is still dual
to the thermofield double dynamics. It is clear that there is a nonvanishing L-R entanglement
that is given by (2.8) once the temperature is nonzero. The corresponding entanglement entropy
is of higher order in G and hence cannot be seen in the classical gravity description. Indeed the
7Of course each saddle point receives quantum gravity corrections of 1/N expansions
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Figure 4: In the thermal AdS phase the left and right sides are classically disconnected. But there is
a contribution from graviton exchange between them semiclassically which is responsible for the entan-
glement between the left and the right sides. This is depicted in b) where the dotted line represents the
graviton exchange.
two Lorentzian geometries of the left and the right sides are completely disconnected as depicted
in Figure 4. Hence at the level of solution, the ER bridge does not appear, which is of course not
a contradiction. There are many other examples of this type: The connected string solution in
Figure 1c of [20] appears as two completely separate strings at the level of classical description.
RL
Figure 5: On the boundaries, the green dots represent the degrees of C not covered by the classical
gravity system. The rest represent the degrees in B of the classical gravity including blue dots. The
left-right entanglement is reduced to a non maximal one by the perturbations. The bulk degrees in B
(denoted by blue dots) is connected by the ER connecting C (denoted by green dots) which is nonclassical.
This effect is of order 1/N and cannot be seen in the classical gravity solutions.
Similarly in our example, the ER bridge is not seen at the level of classical description. The
relevant degrees in B fall gradually into the horizon that is responsible for the growth of the
horizon area. Thus the entanglement is between these behind-horizon degrees and the corre-
sponding degrees in C. The degrees in C is not accessible from the classical gravity description.
The connection is the quantum gravity fluctuation which is the semiclassical picture of the
relevant ER bridge. We illustrate this in Figure 5.
Finally let us comment on the issue of the recurrence in the bulk. In the classical gravity
description, the large N limit is already taken, so there is basically no way to see this even in
principle. But through the higher order effect in 1/N such as Hawking radiation, regaining of
the transferred entanglement is allowed in principle, which can be a possible resolution of the
11
black hole information paradox. But here we are dealing with an eternal black hole. Unlike
the case of evaporating black hole in the flat space, the regaining time scale will be as large as
trec ∼ eαN2 ∼ eSgrav . At the final stage of recurrence, the entanglement between B and C is
reduced and the system is back to the original state. In the time dependent perturbation of
black hole in [5], this return actually happens when t < 0, in which the entanglement between B
and C is decreasing through interactions. Not that there is a failure of description at t = ±∞,
which appears as the orbifold singularity in the three dimensional BTZ black hole. We view this
as a simple failure of description, so in the bulk the recurrence will occur if one waits for long
enough time.
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